
Supply List: 
Wine bottle - label removed, cleaned, and dried 
White chalk paint 
Water 
Paper cup/bowl 
Spray adhesive 
Epsom salt 
White glitter 
Hot glue 
Twine/ribbon/cord/string 
Charms or snowflakes 
Cork lights 

Step One: Make sure your wine bottle is thoroughly cleaned 
and the label has been removed completely. We’ve tried all 
sorts of techniques such as soaking in boiling water, filling with boiling water, scraping and 
peeling! There is no wrong way - as long as it gets done! Some bottles required a couple of 
different techniques with a little Goo-Gone to finish up. 

Step Three:  Pour the paint mix into the bottle and begin to swirl 

around to coat the inside. Work your way from the bottom up. To get the 
best coverage in the neck, slowly tip upside down over the paint cup/bowl and let it drip back 
in. Make sure it’s fully coated before draining excess back into the cup/bowl.  
 
NOTE: The paint inside the bottle can take a VERY long time to dry. If you are looking for a 
perfectly solid painted bottle, we recommend spray painting the outside. The effect we’ve done 
today will dry in a streaky snowy pattern perfect for our winter decor. 

Step Two: Mix a small amount of chalk paint 
(think 2-3 TBSP) with a few drops of water in a 
paper cup/bowl. The consistency should be like 
White-Out to help coat the inside and create a 
frosted effect when dried. 



Personalization: Use Decorate to your heart’s 

desire! Use charms on the bow, or fill with greenery. 
Tie on ornaments or other festive decor. You can also 
play with paint colors and wine bottle colors! Have 
fun and show us what you create! 

 

 

Step Four: Mix epsom salt and glitter onto a cleared work surface. Next, use spray adhesive to 

coat the bottle wherever you would like the textured snow. Allow about a minute for the glue to 
tack, then roll it into the salt and glitter mixture for coverage. Gently tap the bottle on the table to 
shake off any excess.  

Step Five: Glue a dot on the base of the neck to secure the end of your wrapping of choice. 

Once stable, glue a line up and continue wrapping around cording so that it stays in place. When 
the neck is covered to your desire, use a separate piece of cording to tie a bow at the base. 
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